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CURRENT PRODUCTS model:CSP924
2ch  PRO /CONSUMER

Professional to consumer level converter

Ideal for conversion from +4 to -10

Jensen made transformer use

Compact

CSP924 is 2ch conversion transformer boxes from +4 level
of the professional equipment using the Jensen made
transformer to -10 of the consumer equipment. It can cut the
ham noise caused by the GND loop and the high frequency
noise, too and is extremely useful for sound quality. The
small box shape allows the use at every place of a studio or
the broadcast scene.

"Converter"
About 14dB is to step down and converts professional equipment and a

level of the consumer equipment with a transformer of 4:1. When it

uses it to the opposite direction, step-up of about 10dB is possible, but

not only step-up is not when it does not drive in sending out

impedance less than 50Ω, but also the frequency characteristic turns

worse extremely.

"Connecter"
A connecter of input and output 2 paralleled ti output 1.

"Caution of operation"
It is the passive equipment using the transformer, and, please note for

the external inductive noises such as power supply transformers.

"Others"
Please refer about the manufacturing of various equipment using the

Jensen transformer.

PRO INPUTS: XLR3-F
PRO IMPEDANCE: 34kΩ at 50Ω source with 47kΩ Load
CONSUMER OUTPUTS: RCA
CONSUMER IMPEDANCE: 225Ω at 50Ω source with 47kΩ Load
REFERENCE LEVEL: +4dBu, max=+24dBu
FREQ.RESPONSE: 20 to 20kHz ±0.5dB
THD: <0.01% at Ref.Level
DIMENSIONS: 150Wx50Hx100D  1kg

Pro/Consumer (2ch) CSP924 ¥56,000

accessory : None
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